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DES206 DEMONSTRATION VIDEO 
The video demonstration of my final iteration (iteration 3) is available from the following link: 

https://youtu.be/q_7w-I4l5mg 

 

https://youtu.be/q_7w-I4l5mg
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PRE-PRODUCTION 

understanding the brief – creative brief a 

After much deliberation, I have settled on developing a User Experience (UX) and a 
User Interface (UI) for “an [augmented reality (AR)] game that would be used within a 
museum (and, potentially, a specific exhibition) that would offer an enhanced 
experience to visitors.” 

In researching a museum exhibit, I wanted to go for something with a strong theme to 
base my design around. I discovered the Mütter Museum in The College of Physicians 
of Philadelphia in a YouTube rabbit-hole, and later did further research. On their 
website, the Mütter Museum write that the focus of the museum is on “[helping] the 
public appreciate the mysteries and beauty of the human body while understanding 
the history of diagnosis and treatment of disease.” (Mütter Museum, 2021) 

The museum features collections of: 

• Wet Specimens 
Biological samples preserved in fluid. 
  

• Osteological (Skeletal) Specimens 
Articulated (assembled) skeletons or individual bones. 
 

• Models 
Anatomical models made from wax, papier mâché, plaster, and wood. 
 

• Instruments 
Medical apparatus illustrating advances made in medicine and science. 

In watching the video, I immediately thought of an AR app reimagining the exhibits, 
allowing users to view the different specimens and models in a 3D environment with 
a Bram Stoker-esque gothic motif. (Indeed, their website somewhat reflects this with 
its red-on-black gothic art style.) 

 

A screenshot of muttermuseum.org 
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defining goals 

With reference to the five layers of UX, the strategy – or the goal – of the design can be 
formed from a set of immutable requirements. 

creative brief requisites 
• Augmented Reality features should form the basis for the core design. 
• Must enhance the user’s experience of the museum. The user should be able to 

obtain new or more insightful information about the exhibit after interfacing 
with the design. 

• Must be accessible to those who are able to access the museum. 

mütter museum 
It is always important with design with an understanding of the client and their target 
demographic; the Mütter Museum and its visitors must be catered for as a 
fundamental part of the design goal. This presumes that the museum’s branding and 
approach to showcasing exhibits is a fixed constant, for the sake of this coursework. 

• Education, first and foremost, “geared toward middle school and high school 
students of diverse socio-economic backgrounds.” 

• Positive and respectful outlook on specimens. 
• 19th Century “Cabinet Museum” setting. Could be reflected in art style! 

accessibility 
With reference to the accessibility site on the Mütter Museum page, they appear to 
take great care with visitors’ requirements. 

• Wheelchair Access 
• Touch-Tours 
• American Sign Language (ASL) Language Tours 
• Inclusive Restrooms, and Accessible Restrooms 

target platforms and postures 
The AR experience needs to be portable and accessible. Most obviously, the 
experience would make the most sense on smartphones and tablets, targeting 
Android and iOS (as well as iPadOS). Phone and tablet postures should be integral to 
the design. (I will refer to the design henceforth as ‘the app’). As noted in About Face 
(Cooper, p.207), a design can have multiple coexisting postures. I will explore this: 
from the onset, I believe the posture of the app should adapt based on selected 
features. For instance, a virtual guided tour could take strong ques from the 
Sovereign posture. However, this might not be accommodating for users who want to 
explore on their own terms. Those who maybe do not want to look at the museum 
through a phone or tablet screen as much, or are not so technically inclined, might 
find a design with a more Transient posture suitable. It is also important to note that 
regardless of how many ques are taken form the Sovereign posture, the app should 
never be exclusively sovereign. 
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design objectives summary 
• Deliver an educational AR experience highlighting specific exhibits in the 

Mütter Museum. 
• Champion accessibility. 
• Provide additional information about the Mütter Museum, including directions 

and opening times. 

research 

search trends 
Using Google Trends, I can begin to understand the current climate of augmented 
reality. Search trends can help measure the overall interest in a subject and are not 
necessarily indicative of current market trends.

 

 

This chart is measured from 0 to 100 which is representative of “search interest 
relative to the highest point on the chart for the given region and time. A value of 100 
is the peak popularity for the term. […] A score of 0 means there was not enough data 
for this term.” (Google Trends, n.d.) 

In figure 1, I see two peaks in search interest for “Augmented Reality”. The first peak, 
which spans from the 10th to the 16th of July, coincides with the launch of Pokémon GO 
(Niantic Inc, 2016) which was released on the 6th of July. This reached a score of 
100/100 (100%) on the trends graph, meaning that it was the most popular search at 
any time within the period. The second peak, which spanned from the 17th to the 23rd 
of September 2017, coincides with the announcement of the iPhone X and ARKit 
during Apple’s “Worldwide Developers Conference” in 2017 (Apple, 2017) with a score 
of 75/100 (75%). Since this point, the search interest for AR has declined – but 
stabilised – to a score of around 25/100 (25%). From this, it appears that public 
interest in augmented reality technologies has stabilised, although there have not 
been any large jumps in the past few years. 

market trends 
It might be helpful to compare how museums are currently adopting AR (or similar) 
technologies to compare to the public interest, to highlight any correlations or 
disparities. 

Figure 1 – Google Trends; Search trend of “Augmented Reality”, 20th March 2016 to 20th March 2021 
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A survey conducted by HG&Co across the United States found that ~61% of 
respondents working in history museums and ~78% of respondents working in 
science museums noted their institutions were, by some measure, maintaining or 
discussing the utilisation of “digital strategies” (Knight Foundation, 2020). Hence, most 
US museums with specialisations similar to that of the Mütter Museum have already 
incorporated digital workflows into their service, in one form or another. 

 

 

While not directly representative of museums in the United States, over half of 
museums in Italy are recently showing interesting in incorporating augmented reality 
technologies with exhibits (Osservatori Digital Innovation, 2020). 

Figure 2 – Knight Foundation; Do you have a digital strategy at your museum?  

Figure 3 – Osservatori Digital Innovation; Distribution of museums, galleries, and similar cultural institutions 
providing Augmented Reality (AR) technologies in Italy in 2020 
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Reviewing current search trends, indicative of public interest in augmented reality, 
with current market trends, indicative of museums’ interest in digitised strategies and 
utilisation of AR technologies, there is a disparity. It would appear that there is 
currently (within the past year or two) a drive for digital experiences that would 
potentially use augmented reality technologies, yet the public’s interests do not 
necessarily reflect this current trend. Despite this, the worldwide education sector is 
projected to include more “immersive teaching experiences”. 

 

 

In a survey of 191 XR/AR/VR/MR industry experts (94% of whom are US based), 66% 
stated that “immersive teaching experiences” would begin to appear in the next two 
years (from the beginning of the survey). Furthermore, 55% agreed that the creation 
of “interactive 3D models for learning” would be prevalent within this timespan (XRA, 
2020). 

I am uncertain if Covid-19 has rendered some of this research obsolete with respect to 
its relevancy in a post-pandemic world. Certainly, while this research should not be 
ignored, I feel that (even with the context of this design being a piece of coursework) 
the effects of the pandemic are now an undeniable fact of life. Museums have been 
adversely affected by the pandemic and have had to change their services drastically. 
On average, museums in the United States “lost an average of $850k each due to the 
pandemic” (American Alliance of Museums, 2020, p.11) and “53% of responding 
museums [having] furloughed or laid off staff” (p.12) by October 2020. 

Figure 4 – XRA; Leading applications of immersive technologies in the education sector in the next two years 
according to XR/AR/VR/MR industry experts in the United States in 2020 
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With Covid-19 came the increased employment in social media of approximately 
45.51% and online quizzes of approximately 53.5% (International Council of 
Museums, 2020). From this information, I feel that my design should take notes from 
US museums’ increased use social media and online quizzes. Taking current 
augmented reality search trends into account, making social media a key part of the 
design could allow for a theoretical final product to succeed, disregarding – or even 
disrupting – recent search trends in AR technology (i.e. creating publicity; creating a 
gap in the market) by taking advantage of the increased use of social media by 
museums during the pandemic. 

similar services 
Many museums around the world have made use of AR technologies to fuel unique 
experiences. Of course, given the current circumstances, it is not possible to try these 
out in person. However, many of these experiences have online resources and videos 
as well as some which take the form of mobile / tablet apps that can be used at home. 

 

 

Figure 5 – International Council of Museums; Share of North American museums starting or increasing digital 
activities after the lockdown as of May 2020 

Figure 6 – Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History; still from promotional video 
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The Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History created the “Skin & Bones” 
app (Smithsonian, 2015), which allows visitors to point their iPhone or iPad at animal 
skeletons in the museum. The app then superimposes a 3D model of the animal in 
question to scale on screen to allow museum visitors to visualise what these animals 
would have looked like in the wild. 

 

 

An example of a museum with an exhibit that is meant to be experienced solely in AR 
– and was designed from the ground up to support this – would be the 2017 “Invasive 
Species” exhibit installed in the Pérez Art Museum. This exhibit is “a virtually 
interactive, digital exhibition of commissioned works by Miami-based artist Felice 
Grodin” (Pérez Art Museum Miami, 2017). The goal of the exhibit is to “[draw] on the 
destructive impact of invasive species and creating new digital environments 
[highlighting] the transformative and unstable state of our ecosystem, speculating 
about a not-so-distant future affected by climate change and overtaken by uncanny 
creatures.” This experience allows attendees to learn about issues around 
sustainability by interacting with – or observing – their environment through 
augmented reality. 
While I am unsure as to the ‘game’ element of this particular exhibit, it does border 
into the world of serious games by highlighting pressing issues and using interactive 
media as a means to help educate and address such issues in an engaging manner. 

  

Figure 7 – Pérez Art Museum Miami; Grodin, Felice Terrafish 
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ITERATION 1 

goal 

While the core goal highlights some immutable requirements, ‘features’ for the 
current iteration should also be specified. Immutable requirements or design 
objectives are in bold. Some categories have notes attached about further information 
that could help assist designing or implementing that objective. 

• Augmented reality camera technology for exhibits 
• Education first approach 
• Accessible design 
• Information centre for museum 
• Social media integration 
• Affordances of home environments (due to the pandemic) 

flowchart 

i1 
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i1: overview and Key 
 

 

flowchart description 
In this first iteration, the flowchart (labelled ‘i1’) was used to: 

• Understand how to read and create flowcharts. 
• Learn how to use diagrams.net / draw.io (Alder, n.d.). 
• Conceptualise a core UX flow, of which further iterations can improve upon. 

The flowchart was developed with the notion that the app would be split into 
interlinked but fundamentally separate sections, using contextual and global 
navigation as a basis to the structure with a navigation bar and tappable links 
throughout (Garrett, 2002, cited in Reid, Simpson, and Szymkowiak, 2021). 

MütterInfo 
The ‘home screen’ of the app, this is where users who are not detect as being 
physically inside the museum are taken to first. It serves to provide information 
about current exhibits, museum news, opening times, and contact information.  

MütterAR 
The eponymous section of the design, referred to as ‘Camera’ or ‘AR Camera’ in the 
flowchart, is where all AR effects take place. This section should take precedence over 
others as it serves as the ‘main attraction’ and should feel exciting to use. 

Social Media Sharing 

As outlined in the research section of this document, social media is to be a key facet 
of of the application’s design. Whenever a photograph is taken, the user is given the 
option to access the ‘share’ screen of their device. For instance, users could share to 
other apps and utilise sharing services built into their devices such as AirDrop on iOS 
(Apple Inc, 2021) or Nearby Share on Android (Google LLC, 2020). This inadvertently 

flowchart key 
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gives museum attendees an additional dynamic to explore where they can share their 
creations with those physically close (although I am doubtful if an affordance such as 
this would be explored). 

MütterData 
This section serves as a detailed knowledge base and allows those interested in the 
Mütter Museum to engage with interactive media (such as 3D models, games, and 
images) from current and past exhibits. The knowledge base could also contain 
current and past articles featured in MütterInfo or other information relevant to the 
museum’s interests. 

MütterData Augmented Reality 

While MütterAR is intended as the main AR experience for use inside the museum, 
users inspecting some interactive artifacts in MütterData will have the option to 
superimpose that artifact into their surroundings on the MütterAR screen. This allows 
the app to be accessible to those at home, which could be useful for those unable to 
attend the museum due to having to shield from Coronavirus at home or for those 
who live too far away to reasonably access the museum.  

MütterData Preview 

This is used as a method of interlinking MütterData with MütterInfo and MütterAR. 
When a user taps on an object of interest – such as a hyperlink in an article or a 3D 
model in the camera view – the MütterData Preview appears and displays brief 
information about the object, including a title, a 3D model (or image), and a logline-
sized summary about the object. If the user wants to know more, they are given the 
option to view more information. This redirects them to the relevant page in 
MütterData. 

paper prototype 
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It became apparent during the paper prototyping stage that I had neglected to fully 
realise a target userbase. I did have an idea – based on the target demographic of the 
museum as highlighted previously – that the app had to be designed for a very broad 
audience that may or may not have prior experience with video games. Hence, apps 
such as Snapchat (Snap Inc, 2011), Twitter (Twitter Inc, 2006), and The Guardian 
(2018)  – as well as loose reference to Material Design components (Google LLC, n.d. a) 
– were used. Regardless, the purpose of this iteration was purely to get a feel for the 
flow of the app and to build from there. Later iterations consider user interface in 
greater detail. 

 

Figure 8 – Paper Prototypes (Iteration 1) 
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Using the flowchart that I graphed previously as a guide, I began drawing out 
different screens on squared paper as shown in figure 8. In Marvel (Marvel, 2021), I 
took pictures of every screen from my phone and, using their desktop site, added 
links (again, using the flowchart as a guide) to different screens, shown in figure 9. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – Screenshot of paper prototype in Marvel (Iteration 1) 

Figure 10 – Forward-direction user-flow from Marvel (Iteration 1) 
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Figure 10 is exported from the Marvel desktop site, and further illustrates how I have 
linked (most of) the screens together in the paper prototype. 

drawing upon theory 

Having read the majority of Steve Krug’s Don’t Make Me Think, Revisited (2014) prior 
to starting the prototype, there are a few elements of my approach to the design that I 
can identify as originating from lessons found in the book. 

keeping it succinct 

“it’s probably a good idea to start with the assumption that 
everything is visual noise […] and get rid of anything that’s not 

making a contribution. In the face of limited time and attention, 
everything that’s not part of the solution must go.” (Krug, 2014, p.39) 

I have tried my best to ensure that information present on any given screen is 
relevant to what the user will require at that point in time. With the smaller real-
estate of a smartphone screen, this is something Krug emphasised as crucial to 
consider (pp.147-149). While designing the paper prototype, I performed constant 
sanity checks to ensure every element present is necessary for delivering and 
improving upon the user experience. As part of this methodology, I made a little 
discovery when looking over Material design components (Google LLC, n.d. a). I found 
I can transform the “signifier” (Norman, 2013, p.13) of user interface elements to offer 
different affordances depending on the context of the current screen selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 – “Bottom navigation” Material Design Component (Google LLC, n.d. b) 

Figure 12 – “App bars: bottom” Material Design Component (Google LLC, n.d. c) 
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As can be seen in figure 13a, the navigation bar of MütterAR behaves exactly as that: 
a navigation bar (figure 11). However, when selecting the middle option of the 
navigation bar to open the MütterAR camera section of the app, the option becomes 
an action button for taking photographs as seen in figure 13b, aligning with Material 
Design’s specifications for an ‘app bar’ (figure 12). This action button will be 
identifiable to users based on other similar apps, such as Snapchat (Snap Inc, 2011). 

mütterdata search bar 

“It’s a simple formula: a box, a button, and either the word ‘Search’ 
or the universally recognized magnifying glass icon. Don’t make it 

hard for them – stick to the formula.” (Krug, 2014, p.71) 

Coinciding with my efforts to ensure the user interface 
remained as decluttered as possible, the search bar for the 
MütterData section of the app should not be any more 
complicated than it needs to be. After all, Krug noted “that for a 
large percentage of users their first official act when they reach 
a new site will be to scan the page for something that matches 
[a search box pattern]” (p.71). As the search bar would also be 
the primary navigation method for the MütterData screen, it 
needs to be carefully considered. The user may not know 
exactly what they are looking for to the letter, so search 
functionality should be capable of handling search queries 

including tags, categories, related topics, and questions. 

effective navigation at every level of hierarchy 

“It’s vital to have sample pages that show the navigation for all the 
potential levels of the site before you start arguing about the color 

scheme” (Krug, 2014, p.73) 

The design follows a mixture of global and contextual navigation options for users. 
From almost any screen, users can interact with the navigation bar (see figures 11 
and 13a) to access three top-level screens: MütterInfo, MütterAR, and MütterData. 

MütterData serves as the sole knowledgebase for the museum within the app. If any 
embedded links do not direct to external apps and webpages, they lead to MütterData, 
with MütterData Preview acting as a bridge. This ‘preview’ pop-up screen can, 

Figure 13 – MütterAR navigation bar (left - 13a) and MütterAR augmented reality app bar (right - 13b) 
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functionally, open anywhere within the application hierarchy. Its primary function is 
to assist users with contextual navigation across the app by overlaying brief 
information on top of the user’s current page. It acts as a confirmation box. In most 
instances, confirmation boxes and screens should only be used in severe or 
irreversible circumstances (Yifrah, 2019), but MütterAR serves as a platform for 
accessible education about the Mütter Museum. It is of the utmost importance that 
users do not get lost or overwhelmed with information. Providing a brief preview, as 
opposed to linking directly to a fully-fledged article, has a few benefits:  

• It stops the user from losing track of what they were reading 
or doing previously. 
The preview screen can be easily dismissed by swiping it 
away. 
 

• It allows the user to digest information at their own pace. 
The preview screen contains an image (or 3D model) and a 
blurb about the subject. 
 

• It allows the user to retain more information by providing a 
brief overview of the subject. 
“Simple information is better preserved over complex 
information” (Hodent, 2018, p.43). 
 

• It prepares users for more in-depth reading, as it could allow for following 
information to be processed more efficiently compared to going straight in. 
“[Semantic priming] is the effect whereby a response to a stimulus is influenced 
by the exposure of another stimulus presented right beforehand” (Hodent, 2018, 
p.41). Although Hodent writes this regarding implicit memory, it might have 
application here for retaining facts. The very act of showing a preview screen 
could also condition the user to prepare for learning new information. 
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Wikipedia (Wikimedia Foundation, 2001) already does something similar to this. 

 
While Wikipedia’s approach is less disruptive, it relies on a pointing device ‘hovering’ 
over a hyperlink in order to display a preview which is not feasible on mobile and 
tablet postures. 

Buttons, and other interactive elements such as the search bar on the MütterData 
page, allow for users to further explore the current screen or traverse vertically from 
the current navigation level on to the next. 

For this iteration, priority was placed into ensuring the flowchart was coherent and 
sufficiently represented on paper to highlight any issues with navigation. 

consistent usability testing 

“Usability testing has been around for a long time, and the basic idea 
is pretty simple: If you want to know whether something is easy 

enough to use, watch some people while they try to use it and note 
where they run into problems”  (Krug, 2014, p.115) 

Keeping in mind the subject of Krug’s Don’t Make Me Think is on web usability, Krug 
suggests every web development team spends “one morning a month doing usability 
testing” (2015, p. 118). I do not have the resources of a full web development team or 
access to testers, even by Krug’s “Do-it-yourself” (p.115) standards, but I am ensuring 
that one usability testing session is done for every iteration at the very least. 

Usability testing at university while working from home can prove to be a little bit 
challenging. Nevertheless, once I was satisfied that everything was linked up correctly 
in Marvel, I managed to get a member of my household to play through it. There are 
biases at play here, with it being family members play testing the app, so it should be 

Figure 14 – Wikipedia “Page Preview” for Emperor Penguins 
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acknowledged that information will be skewed; there were almost definitely issues 
with the design that were probably not mentioned out of kindness or because the 
boundaries of the testing environment were unclear.  

Even still, I did my best to ensure I was not using biased language and only interjected 
when it was absolutely necessary. (This was largely to do with by subpar 
handwriting!)  

At the time of testing, I noted the following: 

• MütterData Preview screen was a little bit confusing; user had difficulty in 
closing the screen. 

• Navigation bar could be much clearer. 
• EULA text swiping was confusing (although this could be due to the inherent 

limitations of paper prototyping with Marvel) 
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ITERATION 2 

goal 

Based on notes from the previous iteration, there are some areas of the design that 
need improved. This includes: 

• Developing some user stories and profiles to ensure a target audience is clear. 
• Refraining from drawing out each screen individually as it takes too long and 

has costly drawbacks, such as having to redraw entire screens just to indicate 
individual changes in state.  

There are also some further additions I would like to include into the design, based on 
notes taken during the previous iteration: 

• Google Street-view like interface for exploring the museum at home. 
• More avenues for game / interactive elements, such as item interaction pop-

ups on the MütterAR screen. 
• Popular Artifacts list on unsearched MütterData page. 
• Social media sharing MütterData artifact pages. 
• Option to hide MütterData Preview screen. 
• Accessibility Options accessible from the top level of hierarchy. 

I should have written some user stories or user profiles prior to even the first 
iteration of this project. From the offset, this does not seem like such a problem; I 
could always go back and create user stories (like I am now). In doing so, I should 
make sure I am not trying to fit any user stories on to a pre-existing narrative present 
in the current design. I will need to re-evaluate the first iteration to see if there are 
any elements of the design that should be updated to coincide with any potential 
changes to the core goal of the design. Failure to carefully re-evaluate work done thus 
far could have a spiralling effect, disrupting the design’s dynamics. This could lead to 
integral areas of the design, such as accessibility, becoming clumsy. I do not want to 
leave considerations for inclusive design too late. However, with thanks to iterative 
design, there is room for me to go back and clear up identified issues. The key here is 
to ensure I tackle it before proceeding further. 

user stories 
User stories are based on information found in the Defining Goals section of this 
portfolio. 

As a visitor of the Mütter Museum, 
I want to interact with the exhibits, 
So that I can understand them better. 

This is a high level user story that sets the overarching goal for the app. 
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As a low income high school student, 
I want an affordable or free interactive learning platform, 
So that I can have fun and achieve better grades. 

Aligning with the Mütter Museum’s goal of educating school students from diverse 
socio-economic backgrounds, the app would have to be free (at least for those 
students). 

A concern I would have about the design in its current form is that maintaining the 
app and the app’s “MütterData” knowledgebase properly would be an expensive and 
time consuming endeavour, but as I am unaware of the museum’s economic 
situation, I am designing without much consideration towards this. In a real-world 
scenario, I would inquire about how much the museum are willing to spend to 
maintain the app as well as any possible revenue streams the museum would be 
willing to explore and adjust the design accordingly. I do feel that banner 
advertisements and pop-up screens (in the traditional mobile-app sense) would be 
off-base given the establishment’s apparent ethos for open education. Perhaps 
alternative routes such as sponsored articles could help balance maintenance costs. 

As a deaf or hard-of-hearing user of MütterAR, 
I want to use the app without the need for audio cues, 
So that I can explore the museum the same as anyone else. 

While the app is not currently designed to use any audio cues, it could, for instance, 
superimpose ASL guides using augmented reality technology on the MütterAR screen. 

As a blind or visually impaired user of MütterAR, 
I want to access accessibility features easily, 
So that I can place the app in a mode that works for me. 

Accessibility options should be easily accessible from the boot-up screen and from the 
highest levels of the hierarchy. The app should be written with compatibility 
considerations for APIs such as Android TalkBack and Apple VoiceOver. High contrast 
options and dyslexia-friendly font options – possibly even for the option for the user 
to set their own fonts – should be available. 

As a user with a mobility impairment, 
I want to know which routes around the museum are best to take, 
So that I can see as many of the exhibits as I can. 

The app should have some sort of map feature, which would allow users to make 
their own judgements on how to approach the museum. This is an instance of 
universal design, as it also has benefits for users without mobility impairments too. 
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user profiles 
Profiles are based in the US, given the museum is in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

name_ Tamira Booker 
age_ 18 
gender_ Female 
occupation_ College Student 
interests_ Biochemistry; volunteering at the old 

folks’ home; heavy metal. 
dislikes_ Censorship; being coddled; learning 

material with a lot of unnecessary 
information. 

name_ David Adams 
age_ 15 
gender_ Male 
occupation_ High School Student 
interests_ Basketball; Pokémon Go; learning 

through doing; Art Class; 
dislikes_ Cricket; Strategy games; learning 

through textbooks; English Class; 

name_ Jian Zhou 
age_ 27 
gender_ Non-binary 
occupation_ alist 
interests_ Dungeon & Dragons; Indie Music; 

Studying the human body 
dislikes_ Being told what route to take; Internet 

tabloid news (BuzzFeed, Upworthy, etc) 

name_ Ross Nielsen 
age_ 24 
gender_ Male 
occupation_ ASL Teacher 
interests_ Reading Sci-Fi Novels; Road-trips; 

Camping 
dislikes_ Services that poorly consider deaf users; 

Spaces that get too crowded; 
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All profile images are sourced from pixabay.com.  

name_ Ingrid MacRae 
age_ 31 
gender_ Female 
occupation_ Biodiversity Researcher 
interests_ Hiking; Globetrotting; 
dislikes_ Services that poorly consider partially-

sighted or blind users; Tourist traps; 
Attractions that do not cater to families 

name_ Damien Mosley 
age_ 68 
gender_ Male 
occupation_ Retired Green Farmer 
interests_ Nature conservation; Going on days out 

with grandchildren. 
dislikes_ Having to rely on technology for too 

much; Being rushed 

https://pixabay.com/
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flowchart 

i2: open app 
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i2: mütterdata (MD, MD_M) 
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i2: mütterdata preview (MD_P) 
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i2: mütterAR (MAR, MAR_S) 
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i2: mütterinfo, accessibility, and settings (MI, A, S) 
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flowchart description 
The biggest and most notable difference with this iteration of the flowchart is that I 
have split each component of it into different sections which made it a lot easier to 
work on the document; I did not need to spend as much time trying to get everything 
to fit correctly on the page. This has also removed the need for an overview flowchart 
as I can now fit all flow details of the design onto a single flowchart spanning across 
multiple pages. 

Each component – if it is on a separate page – is given a tag which is just an 
abbreviation of its function. 

abbreviation tag full meaning 
MD MütterData 

MD_M MütterData Model View 

MD_P MütterData Preview 

MAR MütterAR 

MAR_S MütterAR Screenshot 

MI MütterInfo 

A Accessibility Options 

S Settings 
 

This second iteration has improved upon the first flowchart with considerations to 
the new User Stories and User Profiles of this iteration. 

EULA 
Found in i2: Open App.  

This was something I meant to include in i1. You can see where I added the ‘Is first 
time?’ node, but never did anything with it. I am happy with the logic used in the 
previous paper prototype, so I merely mapped that in flowchart form. 

Navigation Bar 
Found in i2: Open App.  

Included in i1: Overview, the navigation bar (and its functionality changing into an 
app-bar) is now clearly represented. 

Trending Articles in MütterData 
Found in i2: MütterData (MD, MD_M).  

I was concerned with the poor discoverability options MütterData provided in the 
previous iteration, with using a search bar and only a search bar to navigate. Now, 
the most popular articles are listed, giving users the ability to navigate through 
MütterData via other means. 

MütterAR Streetview  
Found in i2: MütterAR (MAR, MAR_S). 
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To further assist users shielding due to the pandemic, I added a ‘Streetview’ option to 
the design. This will allow users to explore the museum and interact with the exhibits 
from anywhere in the world.  

Map of Museum 
Found in i2: MütterAR (MAR, MAR_S). 

To help new users to the museum, I added a map to the MütterAR page, which can be 
accessed by swiping down on the viewport. This map should contain information 
such as the location of exhibits, amenities such as bathrooms, and the locations of lifts 
and stairs to help users with limited mobility.  

Diegetic UI Options 
Found in i2: MütterAR (MAR, MAR_S). 

The previous iteration did not allow for much interaction to take place with exhibits 
in AR-space, beyond identifying and viewing a related article which is arguably, 
rather uninteresting. With the user profiles in mind, users such as David Adams that 
do not like to read great loads of information would find the app discouraging.  

Accessibility Options 
Found in i2: MütterInfo, Accessibility, and Settings (MI, A, S). 

This was something I was embarrassed to have missed in the initial iteration. Now 
that I have re-examined the design, accessibility is much more of a priority. It should 
be accessible from the top-most levels of the design and the accessibility page itself 
should take great care in how it presents information. 

Expanded Settings Options 
Found in i2: MütterInfo, Accessibility, and Settings (MI, A, S). 

Without an in-engine prototype being developed, it is hard to tell what would be 
required at this stage. However, I have done my best to list out any possibilities I can 
think of. 

paper prototype 

In this iteration, I designed the paper prototype by making modular elements instead 
of redrawing each screen individually like I did for the first iteration. This also means 
it is much quicker to move items about on pages and makes the screen elements 
much more consistent. I also quickly went in and tidied them up in Photoshop, 
emphasising some buttons with glowing outlines and darkening the background of 
screens with pop-ups. 
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Swipe Down to View Map 
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I imported the screens into Marvel again and used the web version of the application 
to adjust “hotspots”. The web version seems to have more functionality than the 
mobile version for editing these hotspots. Luckily, the mobile version still allows for 
this expanded functionality to be run, meaning that I could fully utilise the paper 
mock-up on my phone. 

 

  

With the same biases in mind as noted previously, I conducted some rudimentary 
usability testing in my household. Some notes from this include: 

• Headings for article pages in MutterData confused as buttons every time. 
• Squiggled lines do not make a good substitute for writing. Confusion over 

this. 
• Concept of having articles accessible from multiple areas a little confusing. 
• AR section of the app missed in favour of the AR model view; main AR 

functionality needs to be clearer, or model view needs to be more distinct. 

A lot of the issues highlighted (and complaints given during the test) were rooted 
more in the representation of the design as a paper model over any issues with the 
flow of the app. Paper prototypes also come across as a little flat. (Maybe even 
boring!) I should take this forward to ensure my digital prototype feels more exciting 
to use, by making better use of colour and mographics. 
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digital prototype 

As referenced in earlier paper prototypes, I followed Google’s Material Design for my 
digital prototype, developing the mock-up inside of Adobe XD (Adobe Inc, 2021). This 
iteration’s digital prototype can be accessed online here: 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/29aadd57-8fe8-4e0f-8b87-cb0eff23bdac-7cf9/ 
Working as of May 10th 2021. 

copyright notice 
Most assets used within my Adobe XD composition were either created by myself or 
sourced from royalty free sources online. Such sources included: 

• Pixabay:  https://pixabay.com/  
• Material Icons: https://fonts.google.com/icons  

The only exception to this was for assets of the museum itself, for which I used the 
Mütter Museum’s website. My line of thinking behind this was that if I were a client 
working for the Mütter Museum, I would likely be given access or permission to use 
such assets.  

prototype workflow 

 

 

 

 

I made use of multiple desktops in Windows to switch between screens as highlighted 
in figures 15 and 16. This proved to be incredibly useful, especially for adding and 
updating external vector files to the XD composition. I get flustered when I have too 
much open, so separating work in individualised sections and switching between 
them with just a key command (Ctrl + WinKey + Left/Right Arrow Keys) saved a lot of 
time.   

Figure 15 – Screenshot of screens working in Adobe XD. 

Figure 16 – Screenshot of screens used to download, manage, and edit Material Icons from Google  

https://xd.adobe.com/view/29aadd57-8fe8-4e0f-8b87-cb0eff23bdac-7cf9/
https://pixabay.com/
https://fonts.google.com/icons
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key screens 

  

Splash Splash – Loaded End User License 

Accessibility Options 
(Overlay) 

MütterInfo MütterData 
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MütterAR MütterAR – Snapshot MütterAR – Model Interact 

MütterAR – Streetview MütterInfo Settings 
(Overlay) 
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MütterData Preview 
(Overlay) 

MütterData Article 
(Overlay) 

MütterData Model View 

MütterData Model View – Help 
(Overlay) 

MütterData Model View 
Snapshot 

End User License Agreement 
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While not all are displayed in this section, I developed thirty-one different screens in 
total as can be seen in figure 17 (although some of these screens are used for 
transitions or are variations or one another in order to emphasise a feature, such as 
the seven ‘MütterData Article’ screens.) 

design style 
The fonts and colour palette used was inspired from the colours found on the Mütter 
Museum’s website.  

Ode – For Titles 

Noto Serif – For Headings and Body Text 

Roboto – For Accessibility and Buttons 

 

My design is Android centric purely because I use an Android phone and it is what I 
am used to. Therefore, aside from Ode (which is an Adobe Creative Cloud font), I used 

Figure 17 – Screenshot of the second iteration of MütterAR in Adobe XD. 

#BF0F0F #F95039 #FF8465 #0C0C0C #333333 #5C5C5C 
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Noto Serif and Roboto for the main fonts in the design. These are system fonts 
included with every recent Android device. 

I am relatively inexperienced with designing user interfaces. I wanted to stay close to 
Material Design specifications, especially at the beginning of development, until I got 
my bearings. These specifications were mostly used for dimensions and the 
placement of elements. The Material Design website also provided valuable 
information for learning the do’s and don’ts of each Material component. Of course, 
the resource – as valuable as it was – is just a guideline and there are several areas 
where I went off the beaten path (for better or for worse). 

US Localization 
Throughout the design, I have made use of US English wherever necessary. As the app 
is designed around a museum in the United States, it would of course not make very 
much sense to employ British English in the design (regardless of how tempting it 
may be to do so.)  

Camera Shutter 
 

 

 

 

 

Camera buttons on mobile devices are something that I feel can be a little bit 
underwhelming. It serves a primary function and, admittedly, it is covered by your 
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thumb most of the time. While educational, I am designing an entertainment product. 
Thus, it should be more exciting than a run-of-the-mill boilerplate app. The camera 
shutter button transitions out of the navigation bar when tapped and can be pressed 
again to take a photo. – Imagery of a closed and open eye is used, reflecting the Mütter 
Museum’s focus on human biology. – Once a photo is taken, the button moves over to 
the right, turns blue, and transforms into a share button.  

Those I have shown the Adobe XD mock-up to found this to be a very appealing 
feature of the app; the camera button makes them want to play with it more! Given 
that it is tied to the main mechanic of the app (the augmented reality functions) then I 
think it successful in achieving a positive user experience. 

MütterData Preview 
My design intentions behind the MütterData Preview have 
been discussed previously. From the perspective of its 
implementation, I have gone in my own direction. In 
Material Design, it lies somewhere between a regular screen 
and a dialog box. Indeed, it sits on top of the user’s current 
screen, but it contains more information than a dialog box 
would generally aim to convey. 

 

Ordinarily, such an element would be quite useless. It is too disruptive to display in 
place of a dialog box and potentially meaningless as a standalone screen. (Why not 
just have brief information at the top of a linked page?) While entertaining, the 
application is also educational and lends itself to being information-dense. As such, if 
a user cannot gauge the extent of information a button might lead to, they could get a 
shock if they find themselves landing on an essay-length page about an exhibit. The 
preview screen’s purpose is to almost act as a warning to users that there may be a lot 
of information about to be presented. It bridges between navigation nodes as an 
informative, but dismissible flashcard. (This also goes for users expecting a lot of 
information about a subject, only to be disappointed with less content than they were 
expecting.) 

Material design dialog. (Google LLC, n.d. d) 
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Such a pop-up should only be used in instances where clicking a link or pressing a 
button would lead to a lot of heavy reading that could put users off from continuing 
to use the app. For this particular use case, I feel it is justified. Utilising the preview 
screen in this way respects user’s time and patience, despite the fact that it goes 
against Material Design conventions (at least from what I have gathered). 

MütterAR Map 
On the MütterAR screen, swiping left will lead 
to a map of the Mütter Museum, with a 
warning about social distancing at the bottom 
on a card at the screen. 

‘Swiping left’ is due to a limitation with Adobe 
XD currently only allowing drag triggers to 
activate from Right to Left. 

As the app is intended to be used from the 
MütterAR screen most of the time, having 
quick access to a map of the museum from 
there could be useful for visitors. Beyond a 

mock-up, the map would update using GPS and the phone’s gyroscopic sensors akin to 
Google Maps. Users of the app will also be familiar with similar features from other 
apps. In Snapchat, pinching the screen from the camera viewport used to open a live 
map (although I believe this has since been moved to the navigation bar). 

I worry that this interaction is rather esoteric, especially for those who use 
smartphones and tablets less often. Though, this never cropped up as an issue during 
testing. Even users less experienced with such devices grasped the concept fairly 
quickly. I think that it is worth leaving in because it makes it much quicker to access 
the map than pressing a button once the concept is learned. A button could be added 
in addition to this as an option useful for users who are unable to grasp the swiping 
interaction. 
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Accessibility 

 

 

While none of the buttons on the Accessibility Options page pictured in figure 18 
actually lead on to any further screens in my digital prototype, I wanted to make sure 
that the elements I did design for were well considered. 

For this screen, I took a number of factors into account. 

Opening the page, users are greeted with the following text-to-speech message: 

“Accessibility Options. If you have a vision impairment, tap the 
bottom of your device. More options will be read out to you. This 

page also includes the following options, in descending order from 
the top of your device: Change Language. Cognitive Impairment 

Options. Auditory Impairment Options. Vision Impairment Options.” 

Figure 18 – Accessibility Options in MütterAR 
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While this would likely be handled by interfacing with a talk-back API, it also forced 
me to carefully consider button placement on screen. I put the visual impairment 
button at the bottom of the page as it is a clear point of reference for the user. (Placing 
the button at the top of the device may cause issues for blind users due to the top app 
bar.) The page also has no distracting colours and is high contrast, which could be 
helpful for users that are dyslexic or are partially-sighted. Here, I also used the 
aforementioned   Roboto   font in bold after reading a style guide from the British 
Dyslexia Association (2018). I also spaced out words and made the letters visible on 
screen lowercase. The overall goal was to make the Accessibility Options page as 
accessible for users as possible within the bounds of what Adobe XD can allow for. 
With this page, I specifically targeted dyslexic and visually-impaired users. As the 
prototype contains no audio elements, other than within the Accessibility Options 
page itself, I am unsure if there is much I can add to the digital prototype with regards 
for deaf or hard-of-hearing users. 

Other elements of the app have been designed with disabled users in mind as well. 

Having the map of the Mütter Museum accessible from the MütterAR screen means 
that users with limited mobility can obtain an overview of the museum layout and 
plan ahead. (In retrospect, the swiping action required to open the map could be an 
issue for some users with related mobility issues. This should be addressed in the next 
iteration.) The app is also fully functional for users shielding at home from the 
pandemic thanks to the Streetview mode taking the AR camera’s place at the push of a 
toggle. 
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ITERATION 3 

goal 

The objective of this final iteration was to refine the digital prototype based on 
feedback received at the end of the last iteration. Again, as with the previous 
iterations, testing methods employed were largely informal. Nevertheless, the 
feedback I received was infinitely useful, even though some of the highlighted issues 
were outwith my control (such as articles being easy to open in the scroll regions in 
MütterInfo); a lot of issues were to do with bugs and limitations of Adobe XD.  

• Colour of “Key Facts” label on MütterData Previews too dark. 
• “Want to Visit?” map on the MütterInfo page is difficult to read. 
• Play button on the skull interactable in MütterAR does nothing. 
• Some tutorialisation could be useful for beginners to the app.  

Some other notes picked up by me during the previous iteration include: 

• Switch to using 12-hour time over 24-hour time. 
• Add a map icon to the MütterAR screen. 
• Move Google Streetview logo to the other side. 

 

This iteration’s digital prototype can be accessed online here: 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/0083f8da-4e65-4542-a064-f090613a018a-55d0/  
Working as of May 11th 2021. 

 

refining digital prototype 

us localization 

 

I noticed at the end of the previous iteration realise that I have written the clock on all 
the notification bars in my Adobe XD artboards in 24-hour time format despite 12-
hour time being more common in the States. 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/0083f8da-4e65-4542-a064-f090613a018a-55d0/
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key facts label 

 

After receiving feedback, this was by far one the easiest changes to make. I simply 
changed the grey label colour to white. Something I have picked on is that it is 
occasionally necessary to break convention or disrupt consistency for the sake of 
usability. 

mütterinfo map 

 

The biggest problem with the old map was that it did not read clearly. I only added it 
to embellish card. In retrospect, this does not make much sense and it appears that 
testers thought the same. Considering how much screen real estate it takes up, it 
needed changed. I increased the contrast of the map, masked out the red overlay over 
the block the Mütter Museum resides in, and added a Material ‘place’ icon to the 
centre of the map, with a little drop shadow to make it pop. 
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mütterAR map icon 
I noted in the previous iteration that 
swiping left to access the map could cause 
issues for some users, so I added a button 
to access the map. Following the 
conventions of Material Design’s top app 
bar, I moved the settings button to an 
overflow menu, which appears when 
pressing the three vertical dots. 

There could be further issues here. It does 
feels redundant having the ability to 
swipe left and press the icon, but I have 
left it in to give users more options. 

play button functionality 
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I added a simple overlay to illustrate the that play button would indeed work if the 
exhibit were more than just an example running in a digital prototype. 

google streetview logo 
This is something that probably 
should not have bothered me as 
much as it did, but it irritated me 
enough for me to warrant it as 
‘noteworthy’. 

I moved the logo over to the left, and 
also lowered its transparency.  

tutorial 
It was highlighted to me by a family member playing through the app that, had they 
not seen it in development, they feel they would be a little bit lost opening the app. As 
I have not given tutorialisation as much though as I would have liked to, for now, I 
added a simple guide to the app for the first time it is opened by the user. 

I struggled to find a good way to indicate to the user how far along they were in the 
tutorial. Initially, I wanted to use dots to show this, but to me they indicate that the 
user can also go back which they cannot with the current design (thanks to the drag 
right-to-left Adobe XD limitation). Instead, I made use of a progress bar at the top of a 
screen as it only conveys one direction. 

Tutorial – Start Tutorial – MütterInfo Tutorial – MütterData 
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REFLECTION 
First and foremost: I have designed an app containing AR elements but have not 
designed the AR elements nearly to same extent. I do not feel I have deviated from the 
brief, but I would like to clarify that my design is intended to be viewed from the 
perspective as an app with some elements borrowed from games, with the intention 
of delivering an enjoyable experience, assisting users visiting the Mütter Museum. 

working in adobe xd 

The last time I used Adobe XD to the extent as I have for this class was for DES103 
over a year ago. As it is software I do not use frequently, I had to take time to relearn 
its quirks again. This time might have been better spent researching common bugs 
and limitations with software instead of getting flustered. I feel Adobe XD, while 
incredibly useful for prototyping, can be limiting at times. There are some missing 
features and bugs that have been present in the software for nearly half a decade, 
such as the option to have full-justify text (Anonymous, 2016). It is jarring moving 
from Photoshop and Illustrator, which are quite malleable, to XD, which feels quite 
rigid and confined. 

practice 

If I were to go back and do this project again, there are a few areas of my practice I 
would change with the knowledge I have now. With regards to my discipline as a 
whole, I have a tendency to hesitate getting ‘stuck in’. I enjoy planning, which is 
important of course, but I think I leave the practical developments too late. As a 

Tutorial – MütterAR Tutorial – End 
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designer I want to improve my ‘in-the-moment’ ability. I am of the belief that there 
needs to be a good balance of both planning and live-practice, but I feel I tend to err 
on the side of caution too often. After all, what is the point of a lot of planning if there 
is no time to make good use of it? I also think I have a tendency to play it a bit safe, 
which is something I am noticing more and more frequently. This was especially clear 
to me midway through my second iteration inside Adobe XD. It is important to know 
and understand the practice properly before making bold decisions, however, as a 
game designer I have to continuously question norms and boundaries wherever 
appropriate. I need to design with an eye for user experiences that exceed the 
expectations of the user (in terms of gameplay aesthetics), but also push the envelope 
in order to be able to create works that have a chance in an increasingly competitive 
market. 

Conclusion 

With reference to the Abertay Attributes (Abertay University, n.d.), I believe I have 
achieved my best under the current circumstances by improving: 

intellectually, through effective research and planning; 

professionally, by respecting the values of my theoretical client (The Mütter 
Museum); 

personally, by critiquing the areas I have not succeeded (such as with my 
tendency to over plan) and understanding the area I have succeeded in 
(namely, with my Camera Shutter button); 

as an active citizen, by researching and attempting to understand the needs of 
disabled users and considering localisation for users from the US. 
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